Non-invasive, early detection of cancers from organ representation areas of face and safe, effective, individualized treatment of cancers. Co-existence of significant infection of Human Papilloma Virus-Type 16 & toxoplasma gondii as an important factor for genesis of cancer and transmission & prevention of the cancer. How to reduce these infections to safe range using optimal dose of vitamin D3

Most cancers can be detected non-invasively & rapidly using visible & non-invisible changes appearing at various parts of face (eyebrows, alars of nose, upper & lower lips), etc. In general, Human Papilloma Virus-Typed 16 & 18 are believed to be involved in the genesis of certain malignancies. Our study indicated that Human Papilloma Virus-Type 16 (HPV-16) involves many cancers. Not only in breast cancer, ovarian cancer & uterus cancer but also our study indicated HPV-16 is involved in many adenocarcinomas. We found additional co-existing factor involving genesis of malignancy of various tissues are found to be single-cell parasites Toxoplasma Gondii. At specific organ when both of them co-exist and their infection is very strong, high incidence of malignancy was found. We also found if other people with cancer patient live with them in daily living conditions such as family members, most of the family members living in the same home shares living space, they all often have same infection of HPV-16 and Toxoplasma Gondii as strong as cancer patient. However, these infections for cancer patients as well as infected family members can be eliminated by use of individually determined optimal dose of Vitamin D3. This indicates cancers associated with HPV-16 & Toxoplasma Gondii infection can be reduced by taking optimal dose of Vitamin D3. Our study indicated that optimal dose of Vitamin D3 has following 7 unique, beneficial effects: 1) Significant Anti-cancer effects without side effects; 2) Marked decrease in DNA mutation as decreases in 8-OH-dG; 3) Marked urinary excretion of Viruses, Bacteria, Fungi & Toxic substances, including Asbestos & toxic metals such as Hg, Pb & Al; 4) Marked increase in Acetylcholine in the brain & the rest of the body; 5) Marked increase in DHEA; 6) Marked decrease in β-Amyloid (1-42) in brain; 7) Marked decrease in Cardiac Troponin I. Among these beneficial effects, particularly anti-cancer effects as well as urinary excretions effects of microorganisms seem to play important role.
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